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The structures of finitely generated groups or finitely presented groups have
been studied through their decomposition-trees consisted of HNN extensions
of treed amalgamated products.
In this paper we study the existence and the uniqueness problems for amal
gamated free product decompositions of some finitely presented groups with
certain infinite cyclic amalgamated subgruops.
Theorem. Let G be a finitely presented group so that the Betti number of
the first homology group HX(G) is one. Let x be an element of G mapped to a nontrivial element in an infinite cyclic group Z under some homomorphism. Then G
can be decomposed into a finite number of irreducible factors uniquely in the sense of
amalgamated product with the amalgamated subgroup generated by x.

1. Definitions and Problems
NOTATION 1.1 Let G be a finitely presented group and Z be the infinite
cyclic group generated by t. Let g be a monomorphism from Z into G. Then
we denote this pair by (G,g).

If g(t) is mapped to t or t'1 in Z under some homomorphism
h from G onto Z, G is always an HNN extension of some finitley generated
(not necessarily finitely presented) base group by the infinite cyclic group generated by g(t).
NOTE 1.2

Proof.

Let G have a presentation

for some non-negative integers m and n. Let W be a word on xv •••, xm repreι
senting g{t). Add a generating symbol T and a relator TW~ to the presentation. Now we replace each generator xk except 7\ with a new symbol a{ by
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a~x{ T~pi, where h(xt)=tpκ Let Rj9 1 ^j <Lny and Rn+1 be the defining relators
rewritten from r ; and TW~ι respectively. Since h is a homomorphism onto Z,
we can construct a new set of defining relators Rf, l^j^n+l9
on the set of
the generating symbols T and a/s so that the exponent sum στ (i?*) = 0
with respect to T (as same as Theorem 3.5 in [7]). Then each relator Rf is a
product of a finite number of aik—T~kat Tk. Since the number of defining
relators Rf is finite, there are integers u and v satisfying that all Rf are products
of some of aiky l^i^m
and u^k^v.
Therefore we can take the subgroup
generated by aik9 l^i^m
and u^k^v-{-lf as an expecting base group of G
with the free generator g(t). One of the associated subgroups is generated by
aiks, u^k'^v
and the other is generated by aik», u-\-l^kfί^v+1.
The action
of g(t) on aik, is
DEFINITION 1.3 We call (GugJ and (G2,g2) are isomorphίc, (Gly
if there exists an isomorphism/from Gλ onto G2 satisfying f gι=g2.
DEFINITION

1.4

The product of (G19 g2) and (G2, g2) is a pair (G, g) given by

G — Gλ
and g{t)=gι(t)^g2(t).

g^(G2,g2)>

*

G2, amalgamated product

We denote this by (Gl9 ft)*(G2, &).

REMARK 1.5 If we only assume G, Gx and G2 are finitely generated, then
the following are equivalent;

(1) G is finitely presented
(2) Gx and G2 are finitely presented.
DEFINITION 1.6 A pair (G,g)^(Z,idg)
is irreducible if (G,^)=(G 1 ,^ 1 )*
(G2, £2) implies that one of (Gx, gλ) and (G2, g2) is isomorphic to (Z, z'Jz).
DEFINITION

1.7

If (G, #) is the product

(1.8)

(Gl9gd*{Gl9g2)*^*(Gmgu)

of irreducible factors (G^g^'s, then we call (1.8) a prime decomposition o
Existence Problem:
Uniqueness Problem:

Does there exist a prime decomposition for any
Is prime decomposition of (G,g) unique?

1.9 If (G,g) have no sequence of the following decompositions into two non-trivial factors;
DEFINITION

(Bm bn) = (GΛ+1,£n+1)*(£,+i> &.+,)
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so that

(Gyg) =

and

(An+V
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(Anyan)*(Bnybn)

an+1) = (Any an)*(Gn+ly

gn+1),

then we call that (G, g) has only prime decompositions.
Strong Existence Problem:
tions ?

Does (Gyg) have only prime decomposi-

Our theorem gines an affirmative case of these problems.
REMARK 1.10 In general (star) decomposition ([5]), decompositions are
not unique, even the numbers of irreducible factors are not unique [6].

2.

Proof of Existence

Let A be a homomorphism from G into Z in the theorem. We can assume
h is onto.
Assume that the theorem is false. Let (G,g) be a counter example which
has a base group S, as an HNN extension in Note 1.2, of the minimal rank
among all HNN structures of all counter examples. Then for any integer ny
(G, g) has the following decompositions
(G,g) = (Au,aa)*{Bufbu)
(Bnybn) =
(Gn+lygn+1)*(Bn+lybn+1)
(An+1, αn+1) = (Any αn)*(Gn+lign+]).
1) First we will prove the case g(t) mapped to a generator of Z under the
homomorphism h.
Sublemma 2,1 S is a free group.
Proof. Let n be any integer. Since S is a base group, S is contained in
Ker Λ(==-(^4nΓlKer λ)*(i? Λ ΠKer h)y the free product). By Kurosh subgroup
theorem [4], S is a free product of the following three types of its subgroups;
(7) S Π αΓι Anα, (II) S Π b~ι Bnb, (III) free group, for some a, b in Ker h.
We will show that type (I) does not exist for any n. If type (I) eixsts, say
H, for some n, consider {GfHGypg)y where HG is the normal closure of H in G
and p is the natural epimorphism from G onto GjHG. {GjHGy pg)^{p{A1)y
An
p\Ang)*(Bnybn)^(AnIH ,kαn)*(Bnybn)
where k is the natural epimorphism
from An onto An\HAn.
Since S is finitely generated, H is also finitely generated
by Grushko-Neumann-Wagner's theorem ([2], [8], [9]). Therefore this is again
a counter example. Moreover, this has an HNN strucutre for the subgroup
p(S) as its base group with free part generated by pg(t). The rank of p(S) is
less than one of S because of the Grushko-Neumann-Wagner's theorem. This
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contradicts the minimality of rank of S.
Next claiming that there are no non-trivial elements belonging to a type
(IΙ)-subgrouρ at each n, we can complete the proof. Let x be a non-trivial element in type-(Π) subgroup at each n. Similar to the argument for type (I),
we consider (GjxG, qg) where q is the natural epimorphism from G onto GjxG.
For each n, {GlxG,qg)^{An,an)*{q{Bn\qbn)^{An,aκ)*{Bnl{bxb-')\sg)
where ί
ι Bn
is the natural epimorphism from Bn onto Bnl{bxb~ ) . Therefore this is a
counter example and has less rank of base group with free part generated by
qh(t). This means x can not contained in type (Π)-subgrouρs for any n greater
than some large integer. Again since H is finitely generated, type (II) never
appears for large integers.
Let us denote the subgroup g(t)~* Sg(t)k by Sk
Sublemma 2.2

The subgroup generated by So U ^ is a free group.

Proof. Let <5r0U*Sf1> be the subgroup generated by SO\JSV Consider
<5 0 U 5X> as a subgroup of Ker h. This is a free product of the following three
types of its subgroups; (I) ( ^ U ^ n ^ Λ α , (II) <S0[JS^Γib'1 Bnb, (III)
free group, for some α, b in Ker h.
On the other hand, <^ASΌ U S^—SQ * Sly an amalgamated product with amalgaC
C θ1
mated subgroup C01.
x
In the type (I), <5 0 Π *SΊ> Π oΓ Λna is a subgroup of SQ * Sv Applying the
Q

Coi

Karrass-Solitar's subgroup theorem [3], we have an HNN extension of tree
product group with a finitely generated free part. But each vertex group of this
tree product is trivial as we have seen in Sublemma 2.1. Hence this case subgroups are all free for any n. Type (II) case is the same for large n's. Therefore
(So U S^ is a free product of free groups.
We now use the condition HX{G) has the Betti number 1.
Sublemma 2.3

*S0 and <5 0 U 5j> have same rank.

Proof. Let m be the rank of S. Under the abelainization, the Ker h goes
to the torsion part of H^G). The other hand, Ker h is generated by all Sk's.
The image of Ker h under the abelianization can be taken through the following
steps; (1st) Sk's are identified onto 5, (2nd) S goes to the free abelian group
Am of rank m, (3rd) Am is mapped onto a finite abelain group by using the images of the relaters in Am induced from C01. Hence the amalgamated subgroup
C01 has at least m generators. This implies the rank of ζS0 U 5Ί> is less than or
equal to m=2m—m. But ζS0US^ is also a base group of G with the same
free part, i.e. the infinite cyclic group generated by g(t). So by the minimality
of m, we have this sublemma.
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Now we know that the free subgroup < 5 0 U S^ can also take the place of S
as a minimam rank base group of (G,g). So the free subgroup <*?,• U Si+1 U ••• U
5y)> also can for any i^j.
Let complete the proof. Take a non-trivial element,
say cy in ^ Π K e r A c K e r h. So c is in S * = <SU\JSU+1\J — U5 V > for some
ί*^τ;. Then (GlζcyG,yg)^(A1/ζcyAnyya1)*(Blyb1)
is also a counter example.
Moreover, S*/(S* ΓΊ <£>G) is a base group, the rank of this base group is less
than my the rank of S, because this is a proper factor group of the free group 5 *
which is non-Hopfian. Contradiction.
2) ^ General case (h(g(t))=f for non zero integer r):
Let F be the infinite clclic group generated by z. Let / be the monomorphism from Z into F denned by f(t)=sί.
Take (K, k)=(G,g)*(F,f).
Then
the Betti number of HX{K) is one and z is mapped to t under a homomorphism
from K onto Z. So (Ky k') has only prime decompositions, where kr is the
monomorphism from Z into K defined by k'(i)=z. Since (G,g)=(Gvgύ*
(G2,£2)imples
U : = ( G 1 * F)

*

(F*

G 2 ),

, ^) has also only prime decompositions.
3. Proof of Uniqueness
It is suficient to prove this for the case h(g(t))=t.
Take two prime decompositions of (G, g)

Let (Api ap)=(Hly A J * . - * ^ , hp), (Bp, bp)=(Hp+ly hp+1)*-*(Hn, hΛ). Now consider Kx as a subgroup of amalgamated product (Av aλ)^{Bιy bλ). Kx is an HNN
extension of tree product group. But kx(t) is in the amalgamated subgroup of
(A19 #!)*(#!, ix). Since Hι{K^=Z=Hι{G\
Kly must be just a tree product.
Here we reduce this tree product such that each vertex group is properly embedded into its vertex groups. First we consider the case the resulting tree
product has edge groups. Take any edge group, say E—ζjz~ι g(t)r %)>, z in G.
Then tree product induces on Kx an amalgamated product structure A*B along
this edge group E. We can assume one of these factors, say A, has g(t), because,
before reducing the tree product, the vertex groups l ^ n ^ i and K1f]B1 contained g(t).
Sublemma 3.1 A is the infinite cyclic group generated by g(t).
Proof.

First we show that z is replaced by d an element d in Kv

Write
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down the z into the canonical form associated with right coset representative
systems cΛ=<£(t)>VKi and ^ ^ ( φ V ^ * . . . * ^ . * = 0 axβx a2β2-as
βs
where 0e<g(ί)>, a/s^Jlγ and βprs^3}v
Since 2~ι g{t) £ is in ϋ^, its canonical
form is θ a for some θ&ζg(t)y and a^Jl^
Thereofre, if /3 $ φl, all α^ and /3^
must commute with g(t). So we can take d=g(t)q for some integer q. If /3 S =1
then all a/s and /3/ί execept α, must commute with g(t). So can take d=g(t)q
as for some integer q.
Similarly d is also replaced by an element am A.
Now, if A is not the infinite cyclic group generated by g(t), Kx is decomposed along C=ζa~1 g(t) ay. That is Kι=A*(C^B).
This contradicts the irc
reducibility of (Kl9 kt). So A=ζg(φ.
*
This sublemma implies that
^x-'Ax)

or <*(*)>(*!Π JΓ 1 * i ? ) •

Applying the same argument to other facotrs K/s and H/s, we have one to one
correspondence between i's and j's so that, for some #$ in G,

or

(1)

jK:f

(2)

Ki

In both cases, we have (Kh ki)^(Hjy hj). Moreover we can take xi commutes
with^(/) in (1), and commutes with^(ί)r«" but not with g(t) in (2). This completes the proof.
Corollary (Dunwoody-Fenn [1]). Let G be a finitely presented group
and x be an element of G such that H](G)^Z and the normal closure of x in G
is G. Then G is decomposed into a finite number of irreducible factors along the
infinite cyclic group generated by x.
Our proof has been independent from theirs. Usefully their proof has
given an upper bound of numbers of irreducible factors by certain number from
a geven presentation of G.
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